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FORMAL PROPOSALS IN ATHENIAN LAW: 
RESPONSE TO MICHAEL GAGARIN 

The juristic significance of proklēsis (challenge, Aufforderung) in ancient Greek 
litigation and its main scope of application, basanos (interrogation of slaves under 
torture) and horkos (oath) is well investigated.1 In his paper Gagarin goes far 
beyond this topic. He aims at any kind of proposal (beyond the strict form of 
proklēsis) to any kind of dispute resolution and evidence. And his focus switches 
from juristic interpretation to a question belonging to the field of rhetoric: were the 
proposals offered with the expectation that they really would be accepted or did the 
proposers from the outset expect them to be rejected and to use the rejection for 
their own rhetorical advantage in court. I appreciate this approach. Nevertheless, 
the question of seriousness cannot be answered without resolving the juristic one 
first. 

First, fortunately Gagarin abandoned the dramatic, antiquated translation of 
proklēsis “challenge” (Herausforderung) in favor of “proposal” (neutral: 
Vorschlag). However, when dealing with the juristic aspect I would suggest 
“formal proposal” (förmliche Aufforderung; or “summons” but this term can easily 
be mistaken for a court order). Even vigorously disputed by Gagarin (above, n. 6), 
formality will be the main point of my response. Only formal proposals directed to 
the adversary could back the speaker’s conclusion that the opponent is perverting 
the course of justice. These proposals had to be formulated in clear words, regularly 
drafted in a document, in front of witnesses, who had to testify to the exact wording 
and how the opponent reacted. Proposals just vaguely narrated in the speeches 
might give interesting insights how Athenians conducted their cases, but they are 
unsuitable even for rhetorical evaluation. 

Second, the eight types of proposals Gagarin specifies seem to be the most 
common in Athenian judicial practice. So it makes sense investigating whether they 
were issued seriously or not. Four of them, (1) proposals concerning the whole 
case, (2) a specific issue, (3) arbitration, and (4) producing a document, are still 
common today. However, this fact is in no way an argument that they generally 
were put forward with greater expectation that they really would be accepted. Each 
reference needs a case study of the special circumstances whether it was a formal 
proposal and whether the proposer was serious about it, and finally what 
                                   

1 Glotz 1907, Thür 1977, Gagarin 1996, 1997. 
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conclusions the speaker draws in court from not accepting his proposal. 
Nevertheless dividing the proposals into those that are common and uncommon 
today will prove unexpectedly fruitful. Uncommon today and specifically Athenian 
are (5) oath and (6) basanos proposals2, or to have someone (7) testify in court and 
to undertake (8) antidosis, exchange of property. 

I should start with the proposals that are said to be ‘still common today.’ One 
would expect that the fourth type “produce documents” doesn’t give any 
opportunity for foul tricks. As Gagarin concedes, today this type follows 
completely different rules: the court can order a litigant under sanctions to produce 
documents. This was unimaginable in ancient Athenian litigation where only the 
litigants took active parts. So, in the first speech against Stephanos, (Dem.) 45.8, 
concerning Dem. 36 (for Phormion) 7 we have an example of an unserious—
formal—proposal to open a will and produce it in court. Phormion summoned 
Apollodoros to acknowledge the authenticity of a copy of Pasion’s will or open the 
original that was furnished to the diaitētēs. Since both litigants were seriously 
interested that the whole content of Pasion’s will not be disclosed to the public, 
Phormion could be quite sure that his proklēsis would be rejected. Only a few items 
of the will were relevant in Phormion’s paragraphē against Apollodoros’ claim. 
They are quoted in (Dem.) 45.28. Furthermore, and typically for Athenian 
litigation, Stephanos, who had testified only to the proklēsis concerning the 
authenticity of the copy, was sued by Apollodoros for false testimony concerning 
the truth of the will itself.3 One cannot achieve results on seriousness even of a 
proklēsis only by counting and classifying the cases but rather by close 
interpretation. 

On the type “proposing private arbitration” one should note that it is not the 
informal proposal or the—scarcely used—proklēsis that determined the arbitration 
procedure but rather a different special agreement called epitropē, epitrepein. And 
from Phormion’s—allegedly—most unscrupulous behavior during the arbitration 
that he proposed one can conclude that this proposal was unreliable.4 On the other 
hand, in the so-called “whole-case” and “specific-issue proposals” the proposers 
determined exactly the proceedings how to find the solutions and the consequences 
the opponents had to bear. Often the proceedings were swearing an oath or 
questioning a slave under torture. So, again the borderlines between serious and 
unsound proposals must be found by case studies. Even the borderline between 
“whole-case” and “specific-issue” is blurred: in Dem. 56 (against Dionysidorus) 40 
the formal proposal to bring the ship back to Athens, allegedly to proof its sailing 
condition, does in no way concern only a special issue. Since the ship was pawned 
                                   

2 Despite the title “Beyond” oath and basanos approximately one third of the paper is 
dealing with both of them, and with good reason. 

3 Thür 1977, 144 n. 54. 
4 At least the speaker tries to direct the judges to this conclusion: in addition to Dem. 

34.18 (against Phormion, quoted in the Appendix) one should read also §§ 21, 44–5. 
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to him, the proposing plaintiff Dareius would not only examine the ship when it 
arrived in Athens, but also seize it to enforce his claim. The defendant, 
Dionysidorus, would thus have lost his whole case. Of course he prevented this 
situation by rejecting the proklēsis. To sum up this section, also in the four proposal 
types ‘still common today’ there were more strategic and rhetoric calculations than 
one could expect. 

Following the line of the paper I switch over to the four proposals concerning 
practices and institutions ‘not existing today’: basanos, horkos, marturia 
(especially exōmosia) and antidosis. The rhetorical use of the proklēseis eis 
basanon and eis horkon needs no more comment. These topics are quite sufficiently 
dealt with5 and are more or less “beyond the paper.” However, the type “proposals 
to testify” needs some discussion. Until now all other types of proposals took place 
between the litigants. In this type a litigant doesn’t summon his opponent but rather 
a third person to do something. Furthermore, witness depositions were subject to 
special rules. For summoning a witness either to testify (marturein, confirm the 
written deposition prepared by one of the litigants) or to swear himself exempt 
(exomnusthai) the verb (pros)kalein—not prokalein—was used, technically the 
same word as for summoning the defendant to appear at court. Furthermore, special 
summons (klēteuein) and sanctions (dikē lipomarturiou) did exist, all different from 
proklēsis proposals which entail no sanctions. Only the pretended uncertainty, 
whether in front of the court a witness will or will not confirm his exōmosia sworn 
out of court was similar to the rhetorical strategy with unserious proposals.6 

The paper correctly excludes the proklēseis eis antidosin, the proposal to 
undertake an exchange of property. By this means a citizen aimed at evading a 
liturgy alleging that a fellow citizen was financially better of. For this type of 
proposals Gagarin notes that it was subject to special rules and that it was a step 
necessary to open a new dispute and not to settle an existing one—nevertheless one 
may question whether the proposal was serious or not. Why did the otherwise used 
prosklēsis (the summons to appear at court) not work for that purpose? In this case, 
I think, the opponent committed neither a private nor a public act of wrongdoing, so 
the proposer was not entitled to claim or prosecute. Therefore the Athenians created 
a kind of summoning that even a noninvolved opponent couldn’t resist. A parallel 
to this kind of summons could be the proklēsis used in the Achaian League to start 
international arbitration: by a formal proklēsis document a member state of the 
League could summon another member to engage in an “obligatory” arbitration; 

                                   
5 Gagarin seems to accept the findings in Thür 1977, 233–61 that all the 42 proklēseis eis 

basanon mentioned in the court speeches were unserious. On the 24 instances of oath 
proposals (8 proklēseis) no systematic study on sincerity exists; for some arguments see 
Gagarin 1997, 128–30. 

6 For more details about the exōmosia texts see Thür 2005, 160–61. 167–9. 
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obligatory means that in case of disobedience the League could impose a fine. A 
summons by proskalein between sovereign states was impossible.7 

To sum up my comment on “Challenges in Athenian Law”—so the title of the 
paper—I generally agree with the results concerning proklēseis, ‘formal’ proposals. 
For the ‘informal’ ones a first step is done, collecting the sources to open the 
juristic discussion. Of course, different access to the sources produces different 
results. Historical-statistical access and a juristic-casuistic one have to complement 
each other. 

Finally, nevertheless, I have to express serious disagreements with the part that 
attempts to reconstruct the historical development of proposals. On the one hand, 
Nestor’s suggestion that Agamemnon and Achilles settle their dispute (Hom. Il. 
1.254–84) is far from any legal impact.8 On the other hand, Menelaus’ proposition 
that Antilochus swear an oath of purgation (Hom. Il. 23.581–85) surmounts any 
kind of a simple proposal. The verb dikazein, the scepter and the herald point to a 
kind of proposing a judgment (imposing the oath on Antilochus). Also one cannot 
say whether the dikazein pronouncements of the gerontes in the shield scene (Hom. 
Il. 18.506) and those of the hēgētores addressed by Menelaus just before his own 
dikazein pronouncement (Hom. Il. 23.573) are formal or informal proposals 
comparable with those in classical Athens. None of these persons are parties in the 
present litigations (Menelaus’ situation is twofold as I explained elsewhere). The 
texts belong to the discussion about judgment.9 If we look for a forerunner scene of 
an Athenian proklēsis we can find one a few verses before Menelaus’ speech, in 
Hom. Il. 23.553–4 where Antilochus challenges to a duel any person, who will take 
away the mare he carried off as second prize. 

The shape of the archaic Greek judgment might also explain some 
characteristics of three proposals ‘not existing today’ concerning horkos, marturia 
and basanos. Gagarin has noticed that all three are numbered under atechnoi 
pisteis. Beyond that, all three are usually formulated in the same way: containing a 
single statement, mostly introduced by eidenai (oath swearers, witnesses and 
tortured slaves “know” the crucial fact).10 In Athenian courts all three are formal 
guaranties, which the judges are not able to scrutinize—apart from the litigants’ 
arguments. In my opinion this formalism stems from the ‘conditional verdict’ 
                                   

7 See the new inscription from Messene (after 182 BC, Thür 2012) and Thuc. 1.34.2. 
Now, I think the proklēseis mentioned in the judgment of Knidos (IvKnidos = IK 41, 
221, 43–45, ca. 300 BC; s. Thür 2005, 148 n. 8) are such summonses and not proposals 
concerning the issue of the litigation. In contrast, those proklēseis mentioned together 
with the ekhinoi in AthPol 53.2, 3 belong to the latter type. 

8 Neither the word proklēsis nor a verb of kaleō is used: it is only a friendly advice. In the 
same way, in Athens, no third person interfered by directing a formal proposal to the 
litigants; Dem. 59.45 (Gagarin, above, note 6) is an example of litigation atmosphere 
and not of a legal institution, and the rhetorical argument is rather poor. 

9 Thür 2015, 162 (with further references); dissenting Gagrin, above, note 13. 
10 Thür 1977, 131; 2015, 152–5. 
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rendered by the archaic leaders (after failing to reconcile the litigants): imposing an 
oath on one litigant, to be sworn sometimes together with a certain number of 
witnesses; maybe also ordering one of the litigants to have a slave tortured.11 
Already under Draco conditional verdicts vanished since secretly voting law courts 
operated, and judgments were delivered in substance and under free deliberation. 
Nevertheless the framework of court procedure preserved some archaic structures, 
often misused by clever litigants or logographers. 

To understand the legal background of a formal proposal, proklēsis, in Athens a 
short glance at a possible earlier stage might be helpful. We find this in the law 
codes of Gortyn.12 In  the “Little Code,” now G 41, from the North wall in the 
second column about “animals injuring animals” the lines 6–16 run: “But if it is 
dead or cannot be led, then (the injured animal’s owner) is to summon (the other) in 
the presence of two witnesses within five days in order to display it, wherever it is; 
and the summoner and his witnesses are to be the ones who swear as to whether he 
led or brought it or summoned him so as to display it.” The editors translate the 
word kalēn (ll. 9, 15) with summon. The “Gortyn Code” (now G 72) has in the first 
column (ll. 41, 45) a similar provision using kalēn for summon in the presence of 
witnesses and in the second column another provision about an adulterer who is 
caught. Here, in l. 28 the captor has to “declare (proFeipátō) before three 
witnesses“ to the relatives that the adulterer is to be ransomed within five days. 
Already Glotz13 has interpreted these texts as an instance of proklēseis. There, one 
can realize all features of the Athenian proklēsis: one litigant summons his 
opponent to perform an activity concerning the existing dispute. The act of 
declaration is public and formalized. In Gortyn a certain number of witnesses was 
necessary to effectuate the legal consequences. In fourth century Athens no fixed 
numbers of witnesses were stipulated, but in addition to the witnesses it became 
usual to draft a document for presenting the proklēsis at court. In the Athenian 
system of sovereign dikastēria also the statutorily fixed consequences vanished. 
Legal consequences were stipulated individually by the parties. This was the juristic 
nucleus of the proklēsis in its broad field of practical use that never will be 
systemized in a completely satisfying way. Its formal character was the basis for the 
strong rhetorical argument against an opponent who declined this kind of proposal, 
and equally it was a strong temptation to abuse it. Looking the Athenian court 
speeches over Gagarin found 173 proposals, of which 86 explicitly used proklēsis 
or prokaleō. A large field of work is still open to expound whether these proposals, 
formal or not, were made seriously, what consequences their acceptance involved 
and what rhetorical use the litigants made when the opponents refused them. 

gerhard.thuer@oeaw.ac.at 

                                   
11 With all cautions conjectured by Thür 1977, 307. 
12 I use Gagarin, Perlman 2016 and their translations. 
13 Glotz 1907, 680.  
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